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The diffusion of electric charge on a thin-film dielectric is described by an initial- 
boundary-value problem for a parabolic partial differential equation on a planar 
region. Consider the situation where conductivity on a given subregion increases to 
large values and the corresponding limiting problem has the total capacitance of 
that subregion all concentrated on the boundary of the complementary region. As 
the conductivity increases, the convergence of the solutions to that of the limiting 
problem is established, and convergence rates are obtained. The additional effect of 
deleting this concentrated capacitance is also estimated. 0 1989 Academic PM, IIIC. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider the voltage distribution u(x,, x2, t) as a function of time t>O 
and position x = (x, , x2 ) in the planar resistive layer Q of a thin film RC 
structure shown in Fig. 1. A voltage gradient (= electric field) induces a 
current J given by Ohm’s law, J = -G(x) Vu. The voltage difference across 
the dielectric layer induces a charge of magnitude Q = C(x) U. These two 
equations define the (distributed) capacitance C(x) of the dielectric layer 
and the (distributed) conductance G(x) of the resistive layer; these are 
dependent on the materials and their thickness in the structure. 

Let 52, be a part of Sz. Since the sum of the current coming into Q. 
through its boundary &2, plus any outside charge sources of density F(x, t) 
is equal to the rate at which charge accumulates in Q, the conservation of 
charge requires that 

If J is smooth we obtain from the divergence theorem 

dx=O 
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for every such Q, c Q and, hence, 

; (C(x) u(x, t)) - V . G(x) Vu(x, t) = F(x, t) 

as the PDE for the voltage distribution in Q. Typical boundary conditions 
on 6X2 are to specify at each point either the voltage, U(S, t), or the normal 
current flow, J . n = - G(x)(au/dn), n being the unit outward normal on 
X2. Such boundary conditions together with the initial charge distribution 
&(x) = C(x) u(x, 0) lead to a well-posed initial-boundary-value problem 
for the PDE above. Finally, we remark that if there is an interior curve S in 
Sz along which G(x) is not smooth then we have the interface conditions on 
voltage and current, 

uls+ =4s-, 
s+ 

=G(s)~ -3 
s 

where n is a consistent normal vector on S and S+, S- denote limits from 
the respective sides of S. Such interfaces arise when two such RC networks 
are joined in series as indicated in order to fultill a design requirement for 
an abrupt transition in conductance or capacitance [7, 81. 

In the construction of such networks it is common to place over a 
portion Q, of the resistive layer Q a very highly conductive material. For 

s 

FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 

example, to fabricate effective contact points at the top and bottom of the 
network in Fig. 2, highly conductive strips are added as shown in Fig. 3 
thereby creating equipotential lines along top and bottom as contact points 
[S, Chap. 71. 

Furthermore, as a second example, note that the analysis of the circuit of 
Fig. 3 can be significantly simplified if it can be reduced to a problem with 
one spatial dimension, i.e., u(x, t) = u(x,, t) is independent of the horizon- 
tal displacement x, . This symmetry can be essentially achieved by placing a 
highly conductive strip along the extended interface as indicated in Fig. 4. 

In the analysis of the networks that result from the addition of such 
highly conductive layers it is convenient (and common in practice) to 
assume that the conductivity of the added layer is infinite and to ignore the 
capacitance under this layer, all of which is effectively concentrated on a 
submanifold of lower dimension. Our objective is to study the original 
initial-boundary-value problem containing a region Q, with a layer of 
additional conductivity l/s, E > 0 small, its approximation by a related 
limiting problem in which the capacitance of 1;2, has been concentrated on 
points corresponding to the components of Q,, and then the additional 
approximation obtained by deleting this concentrated capacitance. Similar 
problems in dimension 3 arise in diffusion of a slightly compressible fluid 
through a region with a singular permeability due to fracturing of the 
medium [2, 111. 

Our plan is to present in Section 2 the stationary case as an example of 
perturbation for the operator equation (l/a) Au” + Bu” =f” in a Hilbert 

, 1 

FIGURE 4 
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space. It will be shown that U’ converges as E + 0 to the solution u of Bu =f 
and Au = 0, and we shall give successively sufficient conditions for weak 
convergence, strong convergence, and for a linear rate of convergence. The 
corresponding results for the evolution problem are presented in Section 3. 
Here there arises a technical difficulty due to the lack of regularity of the 
solution of the limiting problem. The effect of deleting the concentrated 
capacity from the evolution problem will be estimated in Section 4. 

The presentation in Section 2 will show that the corresponding 
stationary problems are related to eigenvalue problems in which the eigen- 
value parameter appears in the boundary condition. Such problems have 
been discussed in [S, 6, 11, 12, 131. Convergence results for both stationary 
and evolution problems as above were given in [l] as an example of 
strong resolvent convergence and the associated convergence of the 
semigroups generated by self-adjoint Sturm-Liouville operators in Hilbert 
space. As we see below, such problems arise naturally as limits of standard 
diffusion models with increasing conductivity or permeability on a sub- 
region. 

2. THE STATIONARY PROBLEM 

We begin by stating a model boundary-value problem that arises from 
the situation described in the Introduction. This is stated in an abstract 
form as a problem for operators in Hilbert space and we describe the 
convergence results in this context. Then we recover our model problem by 
making an appropriate choice of Sobolev spaces and operators. 

The model problem is given on a bounded domain Q in R* which is 
written as a disjoint union Q = Q, u Su Q, where a, and Sz, are sub- 
domains and S c aQ, n aa,. The case where Sz, is not connected is an easy 
but relevant modifiction of the discussion. Let f, c 8Qj for j= 0, 1 and 
assume To and r1 do not intersect S. Let C(x) and G(x) be positive real- 
valued functions on Q and suppose that for each E > 0 we are given F(x), 
x E Sz, and g”(s), s E f,. We are concerned with the boundary-value 
problems 

K(x)u"(x)-V~G(x)Vu"(x)=F"(x), XEQ,, (2.la) 

AC(x) u”(x) -v . 
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where A B 0 is specified. The interface condition (2.1~) refers to the values 
on S obtained as limits from 0, or 52, and denoted by S, and S,, 
respectively. 

Our intention is to show that the solutions converge to that of the 
problem 

K(x)u(x)-V.G(x)Vu(x)=F(x), 

u(x)= %I> x E s, 

XEQ,, (2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

1 j C(x)dxuo+ j 
Qc s 

G(s);ds= j F(x)dx+ jrOg(s)ds, 
Qo 

uli-, = 0, G;=O on &C2,~rr~S. (2.2c) 

The non-local boundary condition (2.2b) states that there is a common 
value u0 for the voltage distribution on S (due to the very high conduc- 
tivity on Q,) and that the current flux is balanced by a charge on the 
effective capacitance in Q, all concentrated on S. 

For the abstract problem [3, 121 we have a Hilbert space V with norm 
11 .[I and we denote its dual by V’. Let A and B be continuous linear 
operators from V into V’ and assume that A is symmetric and non- 
negative and that B is V-coerciue. That is, there is a constant a > 0 such 
that 

Bdu) 2 41412, VE v. 

Denote by V, the kernel of A; since A is symmetric it follows that 
V, = {v E V: Au(u) = O}. Weak and strong convergence will be denoted by 
- and -+, respectively. 

For each E > 0 let f” E V’ be given and consider the problem 

ZPE v: in V’. (2.3) 

Note that since (i/s) A + B is V-coercive there exists a unique solution U& of 
(2.3). 

THEOREM 1. (a) Suppose {fE} . b IS ounded in V’ andf” -fO in Vb. Then 
u’- u in V where u is the unique solution of 

UE V,: Bu(u)=f,(u), VE vo. (2.4) 

(b) Iff” -fin V’ (and so f. is the restriction off to V,), then uE -+ u 
in V. 
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(c) if also the range of A, Rg(A), is closed (and so it equals the 
annihilator V,I of V, in V’) and if IIf -fjl y’ = O(E) then jJuE - uI( = O(E). 

Proof. (a) If we apply (2.3) to z.8 and use the V-coercive property of B 
there follows the estimate c(JIu’II < l\f”ll, so )Iu’ll is bounded in V. This 
implies there is a subsequence, which we denote also by (u”}, such that 
U’ - u in V. Also, Au” = e(fE - Bu”) + 0 so Au = 0 and Bu” - Bu in I/‘. 
From (2.3) follows 

Bd(U) =f”(u), UE vo, 

so letting E + 0 leads to (2.4). This solution of (2.4) is unique so it follows 
that the original sequence z.P converges weakly to U. Note that the existence 
and uniqueness of u in (2.4) are a direct consequence of B being 
V,-coercive. 

(b) This follows directly from the estimate 

CIIIU~-U/I*< iA+B (u”-u)(u~-u)=(~-BBu)(u~-u) 
( > 

because the last term converges to zero. 

(c) From (2.4) we have f- BUE Vi, and this is just Rg(A) so there 
exists a 

u1 E V: Au, =f- Bu. 

With this we compute the functional 

( > -+i + B (u~-cEu~)=~~-~-EB~,. 

This functional is applied to zP - u - EU~ to obtain 

crllu”-u-~~~ll~~(Il~-f/l +~lIBulll) IIu~-u-Eu,II. 

From here we immediately see 

llu,--II G4u,ll +(l/a)(llf”-fll +4IBu,ll), 

and this establishes the rate of convergence. 

For an example of the application of Theorem 1 we return to the model 
problem (2.1) above. With the notation introduced there, we let H’(Q) be 
the Sobolev space [9, 121 of (equivalence classes of) functions u in L’(Q) 
for which each distribution derivative aju = au/ax, belongs to L*(Q) for 
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j= 1,2. Denote by Vu = (a,~, azo) the gradient, by n the unit outward nor- 
mal on %2 and on XJ,, and the corresponding directional derivative by 
a,,~ = Vu .n. Let r, be a subset of dQ, with positive measure (or capacity) 
and define V to be that subspace of H’(G) consisting of those functions 
whose trace vanishes on r, . Define B: V + V’ by 

Bu(u) = s (G(x) V u. Vu + AC(x) uu) dx, u, UE v, 
R 

where C, GEL”(Q), C(x)>0 and G(x)>a,>O for XEG, and 220. Note 
that on the subspace V, I/VUJI~Z~~) and [lull ,,I(~) are equivalent norms, so B 
is V-coercive. Next define A: V -+ V’ by 

Au(u)= j Vu.Vudx, u, UE v, 
QO 

where SL, is the above specified subdomain of Q. Then the kernel of A is 
V, = {u E V: u0 = constant} where u0 denotes the restriction, u0 = uJQo, and 
we see RgA c V,f, the annihilator of V,, in V’. In order to apply part (c) of 
Theorem 1 we check the following. 

LEMMA 1. RgA = V,l in V’. 

Proof Let 9: H’(SZ,) -+ V be a continuous and linear extension 
operator: for each UE H’(Q) the restriction u0 satisfies u0 = (9%,),. Let 
f~ Vt. Then foz?~H’(Q~) and ~o.!?E {l}’ since if uO= 1 on 52, then 
.9u, E VO andf(S%,) = 0. By the solvability of the Neuman problem on Q,, 
there exists u~EH’(Q,,): Au0(w)=f(9w) for WE HI(&). For any 
UEH’(Q) we have 

Au,(u) = Auo(uo 1 =f(P’vo) =f(u) 

since u - Yu,, E V,,. Thus, A(S%,) =S in V’ so f E Rg(A). 

The remaining data f” in (2.3) is given as follows. Let F” E L2(Q) and 
g” E L’(r,) for each E > 0, and define 

f”(u) = il, F”(x) u(x) dx + jr0 g”(s) u(s) & UE v, 

where u(s) denotes the trace of u in L’(T,,). Note that in V, we have 

f”(u) = s,, F”(x) 4x) dx + ( jao F”(x) dx + lro g”(s) ds) uo, UE vo. 

It is a standard exercise [12] to check that (2.3) and (2.4) are precisely the 
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weak or variational formulations of the boundary-value problems (2.1) and 
(2.2), respectively. To apply Theorem 1 we shall assume {J” } and {g” } are 
bounded in L*(Q) and L’(r,,), respectively. 

(a) Assume also that F” - F in L*(Q) and that Sr, g” ds + g: in [w. 
Then f” -f. in Vb where 

so we obtain U’ - u in V, where u is the weak solution of (2.2) with jn, g ds 
replaced by S in (2.2b). 

(b) If in addition F” -+ F in L’(Q) and g” + g in L*(T,), then ~8 + u 
in V. 

(c) Finally, if )I F” - FII L~cnOj + II g” -gll L2cf0j = O(E), then IIz/ - ~11 y = 
O(E). 

Remarks. For applications it is the rate of convergence which is most 
useful. The limit problem (2.2) is used to approximate (2.1) with a very 
small E > 0, where l/~ is proportional to the thickness of the added conduc- 
tive layer. 

Nothing in the problem depends on the restriction to dimension 2; it all 
holds in any dimension, although the intended application is relevant only 
in the plane. See [2] for applications in higher dimensions. 

The “eigenvalue” parameter occurs in the boundary on S in (2.2). This 
shows explicitly that such a problem is a limit of a “standard” diffusion 
model (2.1). 

3. THE EVOLUTION PROBLEM 

Here we study the convergence of the solution of the Cauchy problem 

u:(t)+ tA+B u,(t)=fE(t), 
( > 

O<t< T, u,(O)=u;, 

as E -+ 0 where A and B are given as in Section 2. Results are obtained as in 
Section 2 for weak convergence and for strong convergence. However, we 
are able to establish the linear rate of convergence only under additional 
conditions which imply the smoothness of the limiting solution. For 
background on the solvability of implicit evolution equations that occur in 
the following, it is sufficient to consult [4, 10, 11, 121. 

Let the Hilbert spaces V, V. and operators A, B be given as in Section 2. 
Also let H be a Hilbert space containing V such that the imbedding V G H 
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is dense and continuous so H’G I” by restriction. Let C: H + H’ be the 
Riesz isomorphism. For the evolution problem we shall need the Hilbert 
space Y = L’(O, T; V) of square Bochner-integrable functions and its dual 
V’EL’(O, T; V’). We shall use the same notation for A: I’--+ V’ and its 
realization A: V -+ V’ given by (Au)(t)= A(u(t)) at a.e. t E [0, T]. For 
each E > 0 let f” E V ‘ and u; E H. Since (l/s) A + B is V-coercive, there 
exists a unique solution U, of 

u,d:$(CuJ+ in V’, u,(O) = 24;. (3.1) 

This can be found in [ 111; also see [4] for related results. The sense in 
which the initial value is attained in (3.1) should be noted. Specifically, let 
W be the image of V under the operator C; it is a Hilbert space with 
the norm llwll w= lICP’vll V and C: V+ W is an isomorphism. It has a 
continuous dual C’: W’ -+ V’ for which 

(C’h, v) = (h, Co) = (Ch, v) = (h, u)“, heH, VEV. 

It follows that c’ is an extension of C: H + H’ and that for each u E H 

so H’ is the “pivot” space between W and V’. That is, I(u, w)J- 
6 Ilull y’ llwll Iv? u E H’, w  E W. This implies that for a solution u of (3.1), for 
which we have CUE L*(O, T, W) and (d/dt)(Cu) E L*(O, T; V’), it follows 
[3, 91 that Cu is continuous from [O, T] into H’. This is equivalent 
to U: [0, T] -+ H being continuous, so the initial condition in (3.1) is 
meaningful. 

We state our first results for (3.1) as follows. 

THEOREM 2. (a) Suppose {y} is bounded in Y’ and f” -fO in 
Yfh = L*(O, T; VA), and that {u;} is bounded in H with uz- u0 in H,, where 
H, is the closure in H of V,. Then u, - u in Y, where u is the unique 
solution of 

UEY&=L’(O, r; V&(C,u)+Bu=/, in ?‘-I, u(O) = uO, (3.2) 

and Co is the Riesz isomorphism of H, onto Hb. 

(b) If f” + f in %f ’ and ufj + u,, in H, then f I *x-0 = fo, u, + u in Y, and 
u,(t) + u(t) in H at every t E [0, T]. 

Proof: We shall identify H with H’ and H, with Hb by way of C and C, 
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in the following; hence, we replace C and Co by the identity for the proof. 
See below for additional remarks. 

(4 APPLY (3.1) to u, and thereby obtain bounds on lluEllr , 

II~EII L=(o, T: H)? II&II K’> Ml $ 63 and (l/e) jc Au,(u,) dr. Thus, there is a 
subsequence, denoted again by {uE}, such that u, - u in V, Bu, - Bu in 
V ‘, u,(T) - uT in H, and u: - u’ in VO: but not in V’. By lower semi- 
continuity we obtain j: Au(u) ds = 0 so there follows 

UE9;: u’ + Bu =Jo in 9;: 

For each u E C’(0, T; V,) we have 

(u,(T), u(T))c (u,(O), 0))~ = ~T4(s)(u(s)) ds + lo’ uYs)(u,(s)) 4 
0 

so letting E -+ 0 yields 

(U’i u(T))H- (~0, u(O)),,=j’(u’(u)+u’(u))d.~ 
0 

= (u(T), 4T))u (u(O), u(O)), 

for all such u. This implies that u(0) = u0 in Ho and u(T) = Proj,,,(u’), the 
indicated projection of H onto Ho. This shows u is the (unique) solution of 
(3.2) and, hence, the original sequence converges weakly to u in V. 

(b) First we verify 

i,:(++B) (u,--u)(u,-uu) 

= oT(~-Bu-u~)(u,-u) i 
= s,I (f” - BU)(U, - u) + lo’ 4(u) + (t)lu,(o)l~- (t)ldT)lf, 

Note that u, - u -0 in V’, u: - u’ in Vo;O: u,(O) 4 u(O) in H, and 
lu( T)I H < luTl H d lim influ,( T)I H by weak lower semi-continuity, so there 
follows 

Since B is coercive this shows u, + u in V as desired. Moreover, this shows 

409:137 I-10 
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lim 6’0 tl~EmI~=floxj so we obtain u,(T) -+ u(T) in H. This holds on 
every interval [0, t], 0 < t < T, so u,(t) -+ u(t) in H for all t E [0, T]. 

In order to obtain a rate estimate on the convergence we consider the 
following sufficient condition on the limiting solution. 

LEMMA 2. Assume u’ E -tr ’ and that there exists a 

u,Ev~:U;E~~ and Au, =f- Bu - u’ in V’. (3.3) 

Then it follows that 

lu,(T)-u(T)-~~~(T)lZH+~ll~,-----~~ll: 

~~lu~-uolm+~IU,~O)IX~~+~~ll~--fll~ ,+41u;+Bu,lI,-,)2. (3.4) 

ProoJ: First we compute in Y ’ that 

Then we apply this to u, - u - EU, and integrate to obtain 

~~u,(T)-u(T)-Eu~(T)(~+cc~Iu,--u-Eu,(I: 

~~(lu~-uolH+&IUI(0)IH)2 

Finally we give conditions on the data which lead to the preceding 
conditions on the solution. 

THEOREM 2(c). In addition to the assumptions in (b), we assume Rg(A ) 
is closed in V’, fo, fd E L2(0, T; Ho), u. E Vo, and thatf,(O) - Bu, E Vo. Then 
(3.4) holds, so if ilf” -fll 1 . + luf, - u,,lH = O(E), then 

SUP 1% - 4 H + II% - #II + = W&I. 
O<tGT 

Proof: There is a unique 

w  E Vo: w’ + Bw =fd in L’(O, T; Ho), w(0) =fo(0) - Bu, E Vo. 

Set u(t) = u0 + J:, w(s) ds; then integrate the equation for w  to obtain 

w(t) + BJ;: w(s) ds =fo(t) -fo(0) - w(0). 
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It follows that 
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u, u’ E Vo: u’ + Bu =f,, in L’(O, T, H,), 40) = %I, 

and this is the same u that is the solution of (3.2). It follows that 
U” E L*(O, T; Ho), Bu’ E L*(O, T; Ho), and that 

$(fo-Bu-u’)~L~(o, T;H,)nL*(O, T; Vo’)cL*(O, r; V’) 

since Ho c Hc; I”. Finally, A: V-+ V’ factors into an isomorphism of V/V, 
onto V,l, so (3.3) follows with u,, u’, E V; hence, u’, E Y’. 

Remarks. The Riesz isomorphism C: H + H’ is determined by the 
scalar product on H. Each closed subspace Ho of H determines a decom- 
position of H = Ho 0 H$, where H,i is the orthogonal complement, and a 
corresponding decomposition of C= COP,+ C,(Z-PO), where PO: 
H -+ Ho is the projection, C, is the restriction of C to H,I, and C,h is the 
restriction of Ch to Ho for each h E Ho. Thus Co: Ho 4 Ho is the Riesz 
isomorphism of Ho and C, is an isomorphism of the orthogonal com- 
plement H,i in H onto the annihilator Ht of Ho in H’. Conversely, from 
such a decomposition of C we recover Ho as the kernel of the second 
operator. 

4. PERTURBATION OF CAPACITY 

In this final part we show the effect of deleting altogether the concen- 
trated capacity from the limiting problem (3.2). Specifically, the con- 
tribution to the solution decreases linearly with the total perturbation in 
concentrated capacity. The result of Theorem 3 is similar to known results 
on singular perturbation of evolution equations; the situation below 
requires special regularity conditions on the solution of the limiting 
problem in order to obtain the rate estimates. Then we illustrate the 
implications of Section 3 and Theorem 3 with an initial-boundary-value 
problem corresponding to the model problem of Section 2. 

For our last result we consider the effect of perturbing a part of the 
leading operator Co in the Cauchy problem (3.2). Thus, we set 
Co=C1+6CZ, 6>0, and let 6+0. 

THEOREM 3. Let V, be a Hilbert space and B: V, -+ V. be continuous, 
linear, and coercive. Let C, and C, be continuous, linear, symmetric, and 
non-negative from V. to Vo; denote by V, the space V, with the semi-scalar 
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product C, u(v). Assume f0 E Y&,’ and u0 E V,, are given with fd E Y0 ’ and 
Bu, - fO(0) E V’, . Then for each 6 > 0 the solution of 

d 
ug E V. : z (Cl + K, ) us + Bu, = f. in v0 ‘, 

(Cl + 6C2) u,(O) = (Cl + dC2) uo 
(4.1) 

and the solution of 

d 
uEYo:;i;CIu+Bu=,foin9G: c, 40) = c, uo, (4.2) 

satisfy the estimates 

II% - ull F/b = fl(6), (4.3a) 

sup (C,(n,(t) - n(t)), %5(t) - n(t))“2 = O(J), (4.3b) 
O<(ST 

sup (C,(u,(t)-u(t)),U~(t)-U(t))“2=0(~1’2). 

O</<I 

(4.3c) 

Proof: The existence and uniqueness of solutions of (4.1) and (4.2) 
follow from [ 111 under more general conditions on the data f. and uO. 
However, we need the solution of (4.2) to satisfy the additional conditions 

$ (C,u) E 6’2 C,u(O) = c2uo. (4.4) 

In this case we subtract (4.2) from (4.1), apply this difference to ug - U, and 
integrate to obtain for 0 < t d T 

+((C1+cW2)(u6-u),q-u)+ ‘B(ub-u)(u6-u)ds s 0 

<d s : l((C,u)‘,u,-u)l ds 

Since B is V,-coercive this leads directly to 

(~C,+6C2~~~,-~),~~-~~~~~+~ll~a-~ll~,6~2/~ll~~2~~‘ll~-~ 

and, hence, the estimates (4.3). 
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It remains to verify (4.4) for the solution of (4.2). Since f(0) - Bu, E V’, , 
there is a solution of 

d 
u~~~:~(C,u)+Bc=f;iny;‘, C, u(0) = fo(0) - Bu,. (4.5) 

Set u(t) 3 u0 + S& u and integrate (4.5) to obtain 

C, 41) + B(u(t) - uo) =fo(t) -fo(O) + C, 40). 

Then it is clear that u = u’ E V0 so u is the solution of (4.2) and in addition 
satisfies (4.4) as required. 

We shall show by an example how our abstract results in Theorem 2 and 
Theorem 3 apply to an initial-boundary-value problem which describes the 
diffusion models considered above. As in Section 2, assume we are given 52 
and the functions G(x), C(x), but also assume C(x) 3 ~1> 0, x E Q, and set 
H= L’(Q). The spaces V, V, and the operator A are given as before; then 
we have H, = .L’(Q r ) @ [w, a subspace of L2(Q, ) @ L2(s2, ) = H. The scalar 
product and Riesz map of H are given by 

GA(U) = j” C(x) u(x) u(x) dx, U,UEH, 
R 

and we define B: V + V’ by 

Bu(u) = I G(x) Vu(x) .Vu(x) dx, 24, UE v. 
R 

For each E > 0 let there be given 

uf) E L2(Q), F” E L2(!2 x (0, T)), 

with corresponding bounds independent of E, and define f” E V’ by 

f”(t)(u) = Jo F”(x, t) u(x) dx + {rog”(s, f) 4s) & UE v, fE [O, T]. 

Then the Cauchy problem (3.1) is just a generalized formulation [3, 121 of 
the problem 

-$(Cu,)-V(GVu,)=F in Q, x (0, T), (4.6a) 

&Cue)-V.((G+~)Vu,>=F’ inQ,x(O, T), (4.6b) 
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~,Is,=~,lso’ G~~sl=(G+~)~(ZonSx(O, T), 

%Ir, = 0, 
au, 

-z x2-r,-I-0 
=O, (G+~)~~ro=geon(O, T), 

u,( .) 0) = 24; on Sz. 

Note that the restrictions off”(t) to V, are given by 

f”(t)(u) = h,, f’%, t) 4x1 dx 

+ jQo J’Yx, t) dx + j g%, t) ds uo, 
> 

UE vo, 
J-0 

(4.6~) 

(4.6d) 

(4.6e) 

where u. is the (constant) value of u on 52,. Assume F”- F in 
L2(Q x (0, T)), Jr,gE(~, .) ds +g(.) in L2(0, T), u;- u. in L2(sZ, ), and 

s Ro u; dx + ii in IF!. Then Theorem 2.a implies that U, - u in 
V = L2(0, T; V) where u is the solution of (3.2) with 

h(t)(u) = h,, F(x, t) 4x1 dx + ( jQo F(x, t) dx +iW) uo, UE v,. 

The Cauchy problem (3.2) is just the generalized form [3, 123 of the 
problem 

&+V.(GVU)=F in 52, x (0, T), (4.7a) 

4s = u,(t), jnoC(x)dxub(t)+ jsGyds= jQoF(x, t)+&?(t), (4.7b) 

4r, =o, G~=OondQ , - rl N S on (0, T), (4.7c) 

u(~,O)=u,onQ,, uo(0)=li: j 
i 

C(x)dx. (4.7d) 
Qo 

If we assume F”+ F in L’(Qx (0, T)), g”+g in L2(Tox (0, T)), and 
u; -+ u. in L’(Q), so then g(t) = fro g(s, t) ds and ii = sro uo(x) dx above, 
then it follows by Theorem 2.b that we have strong convergence U, + u in 
9’” and u,(t) + u(t) in L2(Q) at every t E [0, r]. If in addition we assume 
the limiting data satisfy iTF/iYt E L2(Q x (0, T)), 2’ E L2(0, T), and 

u() E vo: Bu, Efo(0) + vo (4.8) 
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then from Theorem 2.c it follows that linear rate assumptions on the con- 
vergence of F”, g”, and u; will imply a linear rate of convergence estimate 
on U, in the corresponding spaces above. Thus, Theorem 2 describes the 
approximation of (4.6) by (4.7). 

Likewise we can apply Theorem 3 to describe the effect of deleting the 
time-derivative term in the boundary condition (4.7b). This term is due to 
the concentrated capacity jn, C(x) dx on the boundary S. Define 

C, u(u) = j- C(x) u(x) u(x) dx, 4 u E v,, 
RI 

so that V’, = L2(QI ). For 0 < 6 d 1 problem (4.1) corresponds to problem 
(3.2) and hence to (4.7) with C(X), XE Q,,, replaced by K(x), XEQ,. 
Likewise, problem (4.2) corresponds to (4.7) with C(x), x E Q,, replaced by 
zero. The conditions of Theorem 3 are already met with the assumptions 
above so it follows that estimates (4.3) are obtained. This shows explicitly 
the dependence of the solution of (4.7) on the magnitude of the concen- 
trated capacity. 
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